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1. Executive Summary 

This report is the result of survey and analysis by NTTDATA-CERT on quarterly 

global trends from its own perspective based on cybersecurity-related information 

collected in the period. 

Featured topic, "How to use the ISMAP-LIU system" 

On November 1, 2022, the Digital Agency started operating ISMAP-LIU (ISMAP 

for Low-Impact Use). Compared to ISMAP, ISMAP-LIU is expected to lower costs 

through reduced cash outflow for external audits required before registration, but 

since internal audit reporting becomes mandatory, it is necessary for companies 

to prepare personnel and systems for conducting audits internally. 

Government agencies have announced that they will primarily procure cloud 

services from services registered with ISMAP or ISMAP-LIU when acquiring cloud 

services, so it is expected that many companies will follow this trend in the future. 

When considering registration, it is important to consider the advantages and 

disadvantages, evaluate cost performance, and utilize the system. 

Featured topic, "Passkey support gaining momentum 

toward a world of passwordless authentication" 
In May 2022, Apple, Google, and Microsoft jointly announced that they would 

provide multi-device compatible FIDO credentials, commonly known as 

"passkeys," to expand support for passwordless authentication. 

Passkey support is expanding on both platforms and service providers, and in 

the future, users will be able to enjoy not only the improved convenience of using 

services on multiple devices, which is a feature of passkeys, but also the intended 

benefits of FIDO authentication, such as phishing resistance and passwordless 

authentication. 

We recommended that companies and other entities collect information now 

and consider how to position passkey authentication in the authentication of the 

services they use. 

Data breach, "Learning from the Showcase data breach 

incident" 

On October 25, 2022, Showcase Inc. announced that a third party had gained 

unauthorized access to several of its services and rewritten the source code, 

possibly leaking externally information of several companies using the services. 

In recent years, e-commerce sites may utilize various external services to 

implement their services, and a software supply chain attack may cause multiple 

sites to suffer data breach. It is important for e-commerce sites to monitor external 

services and consider countermeasures in terms of preventing the spread of 

damage and avoiding and transferring risks. 

Vulnerability, "Remote code execution vulnerabilities in 

Microsoft Exchange Server" 

We describe a remote code execution vulnerability in Microsoft Exchange 

Server, known as ProxyNotShell, for which a patch was distributed in November 

2022. 

The ProxyNotShell attack combines multiple vulnerabilities, and in the past, 

serious vulnerabilities such as ProxyLogon and ProxyShell were also discovered 

in similar attacks where multiple vulnerabilities were chained together. 

It is necessary to continuously collect vulnerability information not only to 

reduce risks by reviewing Exchange Server configurations and settings and 

implementing other security systems, but also to apply patches to permanently 

address each vulnerability. 
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2. Featured topic, "How to 

use the ISMAP-LIU system" 

On November 1, 2022, the Digital Agency started operating ISMAP-LIU (ISMAP 

for Low-Impact Use) [1]. ISMAP-LIU is a system within the framework of the 

Information system Security Management and Assessment Program (ISMAP) that 

targets SaaS services for processing low-risk operations and information. 

Government agencies have also announced that they will primarily procure 

cloud services from services registered with ISMAP or ISMAP-LIU when acquiring 

cloud services. As services registered with ISMAP or ISMAP-LIU clearly meet the 

certain security level required by government agencies, it is expected that this 

trend will be followed not only in the public sector but also by many companies. 

Registration with ISMAP and ISMAP-LIU will play an important role in doing 

business with cloud products. 

This article explains the contents and structure of ISMAP-LIU and its differences 

from ISMAP from the perspective of company personnel who handle SaaS 

products. We hope that this article will deepen your understanding of the ISMAP-

LIU system and help you decide whether you should obtain ISMAP or ISMAP-LIU 

registration. 

 

2.1. Overview of ISMAP-LIU 
ISMAP-LIU is a new system that began operation on November 1, 2022. As 

mentioned above, ISMAP-LIU is a system within the ISMAP framework that 

targets SaaS services for processing low-risk operations and information. 

ISMAP-LIU was created due to concerns that ISMAP's security requirements 

may be excessive for some services. Information systems that handle level 2 

confidential information, which are subject to ISMAP, range from IaaS, PaaS, to 

SaaS. Among them, SaaS has a wide range of services, some of which are low-

risk, such as services with extremely limited applications and functions, and 

services that only handle information of relatively low importance among level 2 

confidential information. If all these services were treated uniformly under ISMAP, 

it would create excessive security requirements and hamper the utilization of 

these services. 

Against this background, a system was established for SaaS services that 

handle level 2 confidential information and are used to process operations and 

information with low security risk. This system is ISMAP-LIU. [2] 

*ISMAP (Information system Security Management and Assessment Program) 

is a security assessment system for government information systems. 

*ISMAP aims to ensure the security level in government cloud service 

procurement by evaluating and registering cloud services that meet the 

government's security requirements in advance, thereby facilitating the smooth 

introduction of cloud services. 

 

2.2. Details of the ISMAP and ISMAP-LIU 
systems 

As explained in 2.1, ISMAP is closely related to the establishment of the ISMAP-

LIU. In this section, we will provide the details of the ISMAP and ISMAP-LIU 

systems. 

 

2.2.1. Details of the ISMAP system [3] 

 Purpose of introducing the system 

The purpose of the ISMAP system is to provide clear, unified security standards 

for cloud services and to establish an effective and efficient cloud security 
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assessment system, so that a certain level of security can be ensured. 

 

 Target 

Cloud services in general 

 

 Registration procedures 

Internal audit → External audit → Application for registration → Service 

registration 

*Internal audits are not required to be reported. 

 

2.2.2. Details of the ISMAP-LIU system [2] 

 Purpose of introducing the system 

The purpose of this system is to create a security assessment system specific 

to SaaS, since the uniform treatment of SaaS under the existing ISMAP may result 

in excessive security requirements, thereby ensuring a certain level of security. 

 

 Target 

The system targets SaaS that handles operations and information with low 

security risks among level 2 confidential information. 

A target operation list containing information of operations that ISMAP-LIU is 

designed for has been released by the Digital Agency. SaaS systems providing 

operations as released may be eligible for ISMAP-LIU. The following table 

provides eligible operations and their system examples. 

 

 

 

Table 2-1: Operations eligible for ISMAP-LIU and system 

examples 

No. Operations 
System 

examples 

1 Operations in cooperation with the private sector in 

the planning and coordination process of policies 

and systems intended to be made public 

(For operating meetings through web conferencing 

and storing, managing, and sharing information 

through file sharing in order to operate council 

meetings, etc., with experts invited) 

Web conference 

service 

File sharing 

service 

2 Operations that handle information on the titles 

and names of government employees in the 

course of their duties (For personnel management 

and talent management of government employees 

by using their title and name information) 

*Except in cases where the nature of the 

operations requires strict confidentiality of the 

information of employees engaged in the 

operations 

Human resource 

management 

service 

Talent 

management 

service 

3 Operations that handle information within the 

scope of information provided to the public at 

large, such as business card information, and 

information for managing distribution destinations, 

etc. associated with the distribution of public 

information 

(For registration and management of business 

card information such as company, title, name, 

etc., and for registration and management of 

Business card 

management 

service 

Video and content 

distribution 

service 
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information for the purpose of identifying 

distribution destinations in connection with 

distribution of images, contents, etc., to customers 

such as government agencies, etc.) 

4 Operations that process information that is 

provided by the private sector and that is deemed 

low-risk by the relevant information provider (For 

storing and managing information provided by the 

relevant information provider by using SaaS for 

web conferencing and file sharing used by private 

companies and private organizations) 

Web conference 

service 

File sharing 

service 

5 Cases in which the operations handle open 

source, publicly known facts, and publicly available 

information that still needs to be treated as 

confidential on an exceptional basis (For handling 

information that is scheduled to be made public, 

such as pre-publication information on a website, 

and for which a decision has been made to make 

the information public; and for translating and 

researching policy information, technical 

information, etc. of other countries using machine 

translation (in cases where research trends for 

specific government information are classified as 

confidential)) 

Public information 

management 

service 

6 Operations to confirm any damage to members of 

the organization in the event of a disaster, etc. 

Safety 

confirmation 

service 

7 Operations to educate members of the 

organization on organizational rules, business 

skills, etc. 

Employee 

education service 

8 Operations to handle routine and daily business 

correspondence, etc., among those falling under 

the retention period of less than one year in the 

"Guidelines for the Management of Administrative 

Documents" 

(Routine and daily business correspondence, 

itineraries, etc. / documents compiled from 

publications and public announcements / 

responses to factual inquiries concerning affairs 

under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of XX / 

documents created in the process of decision-

making that have an extremely small impact on the 

decision-making concerned) 

Help desk 

automated 

response service 

Business 

communication 

service 

 

 Registration procedures 

Impact assessment conducted by user ministries and agencies → Pre-

application → Approval that the SaaS is eligible for LIU → Internal audit → 

External audit → Formal application → Service registration 

 

2.3. Notable differences between ISMAP 
and ISMAP-LIU 

2.3.1. Differences in reporting items for external 

audits 
External audit items defined by ISMAP include 18 items for governance criteria, 

64 items for management criteria, and 1,074 items for controls criteria (due to the 

selective nature of the audit, there may be differences from the actual number of 

items audited). [3] 
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Meanwhile, ISMAP-LIU has the same number of items for governance and 

management criteria, with 18 items for governance criteria and 64 items for 

management criteria, but the number of items for controls criteria is approximately 

148 questions*, less than 1/5 of the number of items for ISMAP's controls criteria. 

[2] [4]*For other controls criteria that are not required, items should be selected 

as necessary according to the organization, environment, technology, etc. in the 

service that is the subject of the statement. 

In the external audit of ISMAP-LIU, the governance and management criteria 

follow ISMAP and cover all audit items, whereas the controls criteria mainly cover 

controls that can have a direct impact on the service infrastructure and 

configuration (some important controls), reducing the scope of the external audit. 

This is expected to reduce the cash outflow for external audits and reduce the 

burden on SaaS service providers. 

 

 

Fig. 2-1: Comparison of the number of items subject to external 

audit 

 

2.3.2. Reporting obligations for internal audits 
In 2.3.1, it is noted that the number of external audit items in ISMAP-LIU is much 

smaller than in ISMAP. However, for items excluded from the scope of external 

audits in ISMAP-LIU, it is necessary to report them through internal audits. As 

described in 1.2.1(3), ISMAP also requires internal audits to be conducted, but 

since all items are externally audited and reported, there was no requirement for 

internal audit reporting. 

ISMAP-LIU's internal audit requires that all control objectives in the controls 

criteria (excluding control objectives that are excluded in the statement) have 

been the subject of an internal audit at least once in the last three years. [2] 

While there are some exceptions, ISMAP-LIU requires external audits of three-

digit controls (items up to the third level, such as A, B, and C), which are control 

objectives in the controls criteria, and internal audits of four-digit controls (items 

at the fourth level, such as A, B, C, and D), which are detailed controls that provide 

means to achieve the control objectives. [2] [4] 

Example: 

[Subject to external audit] 8.1.2 Assets maintained in the catalog shall be 

controlled. 

[Subject to internal audit] 8.1.2.1  

In the process of ensuring the assignment of asset management responsibility 

without delay, assign management responsibility to eligible persons (individuals 

and organizations given management responsibility for the asset lifecycle) when 

the asset was generated or transferred to the organization. 

[Subject to internal audit] 8.1.2.2 The person responsible for the management 

of the asset shall be responsible for managing the asset appropriately throughout 

the asset lifecycle. 

 

Since there is no specific area that can only be audited by internal audits, even 

SaaS services that handle low-security-risk operations and information among 
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level 2 confidential information (i.e., systems eligible for ISMAP-LIU) must go 

through an external audit for the items whose security levels need to be checked 

once a year, and an internal audit for the detailed security items once every three 

years. In ISMAP-LIU, it is possible to reduce the running costs of the overall audit 

by extending the inspection period of internal audits. However, extending the audit 

cycle can also lead to a delay in problem discovery, so it is important to set an 

appropriate period based on business risk considerations. 

 

 

Fig. 2-2: Items subject to annual internal audit 

 

2.3.3. Cancellation and publication system 
The process of cancellation and publication in ISMAP-LIU basically follows the 

process of re-audit and re-application in ISMAP. However, in ISMAP-LIU, when 

an incident occurs that could have a particularly serious impact, the ISMAP-LIU 

system operator will immediately suspend the registration of the service in 

question. [2] 

Specific criteria for suspension have not been disclosed, but the addition of the 

suspension makes it impossible to procure during the suspension. 

 

2.4. Conclusion 
As mentioned in the introduction, registration with ISMAP and ISMAP-LIU 

enables system procurement by public agencies. Registration with ISMAP and 

ISMAP-LIU is expected to play an important role in the business of cloud service 

providers because it will help them promote the reliability of their cloud services. 

Since ISMAP imposes high standards and many items for external audits, a 

large cost was incurred due to cash outflow for external audits before registration. 

Although eligible SaaS services are limited, the cash outflow for this external audit 

is expected to be reduced now that the ISMAP-LIU is in operation. In addition, 

since items that are excluded from external audits are replaced with internal audits 

once every three years, it is now possible to register while keeping the running 

costs of audits low. 

However, there are some points that require attention in ISMAP-LIU, such as 

the need to prepare personnel and systems capable of conducting audits within 

the company since ISMAP-LIU requires internal audit reporting with higher 

accuracy, and the fact that procurement will not be possible during the suspension 

of registration. 

It is important to consider the advantages and disadvantages, evaluate cost 

performance, and utilize the system. 
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3. Featured topic, "Passkey 

support gaining momentum 

toward a world of 

passwordless 

authentication" 

In May 2022, Apple, Google, and Microsoft jointly announced that they would 

provide multi-device compatible FIDO credentials, commonly known as passkeys, 

to expand support for passwordless authentication [5]. At that time, it was 

expected to be available on each company's platform by the end of 2023, but the 

implementation has already begun in FY2022 Q3. 

We will introduce the passkey, what is expected of it, and what will improve 

compared to the current situation, as well as future trends. 

 

3.1. Challenges in popularizing FIDO 
authentication 

Currently, the most commonly used authentication method, password 

authentication, has been plagued by various attacks such as password guessing, 

exploitation of leaked passwords, and phishing, and there have been many cases 

of damage in recent years. 

FIDO (Fast Identify Online), an international standard, is an authentication 

method that aims to move away from such problematic password authentication 

toward a passwordless world [6]. 

FIDO is based on public key cryptography. Specifically, a key pair is created on 

the user's device for each service domain, with the private key stored in a secure 

area on the device, and the public key transmitted to the service provider's 

authentication server for registration [7]. Authentication is achieved through multi-

factor authentication by a combination of device possession and identity 

confirmation based on the user's biometrics/knowledge. If the identity confirmation 

result is successful, the challenge sent from the server is signed with the private 

key and sent to the server, where it is verified with the user's public key to 

complete authentication. 

This system overcomes the problems associated with password authentication. 

There is no way to guess the private key in the device, and even if the public key 

is compromised on the service side, the challenge cannot be signed, so 

authentication information cannot be generated illegally. In addition, keys are 

managed for each domain name of the service, so authentication information 

cannot be sent to phishing sites. 

However, as of December 2022, it is difficult to say that this system has been 

widely adopted by many services. The main reason is that FIDO key registration 

is required for each device. For example, if a device is lost or replaced, users have 

to re-register their keys for each service, and service providers need to prepare 

means other than FIDO authentication for account recovery in case of loss, which 

can be cumbersome. There is also a method of registering multiple devices in 

advance to prepare for the loss of the authentication method, but this would 

require registering each service on each device, leading to a loss of usability for 

the user. 
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3.2. Resolving issues with passkeys 
To resolve these issues with FIDO, the introduction of passkey was announced 

in March 2022 [8]. 

Passkeys are characterized by the fact that keys are backed up in the cloud 

tied to a platform vendor's account. Through this system, when a device is 

changed due to a model change or loss, or when multiple devices are used, keys 

are synchronized to the new device by logging into the platform vendor's account. 

This eliminates the need to re-register for the service when a device is changed 

or lost, which has been a problem with traditional FIDO. It also reduces the need 

to retain password authentication with low authentication strength for account 

recovery. 

 

 

Fig. 3-1: Comparison of multi-device FIDO credentials and 

traditional FIDO [9] 

 

On the other hand, with the introduction of a passkey, there is no longer a link 

between the device and the FIDO key, which was the premise of the previous 

FIDO. Therefore, an option is provided to create a key pair linked to the device so 

that when using a passkey on multiple devices, it is possible to identify which 

device the passkey came from. The private key of this device-linked key pair is 
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securely stored on the device, cannot be extracted, and unlike a passkey, is not 

linked to or synchronized with the platform vendor's account. 

To increase the number of cases where a passkey is used, a hybrid method is 

also available [10], where a passkey from another device can be used to log in. 

Using the hybrid method, passkeys can be used on different platforms (Apple, 

Google, Microsoft, etc.). To establish a connection with another device, a QR code 

and Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) are used. First, display the QR code on the 

original device and then read it on the device with the passkey. Then, a path is 

created on the BLE for the authentication exchange. At this time, Bluetooth pairing 

is not necessary. The use of BLE enhances security by ensuring that both devices 

are in close proximity and that the same user is in possession of both devices. 

 

3.3. Passkey implementation gaining 
momentum from October 2022 

3.3.1. Status of support by major platforms in 

FY2022 Q3 
The platform vendors that made progress in passkey support in FY2022 Q3 are 

Apple and Google. The status of each is as follows. 

 

 Apple 

Apple took the lead in platform support. Passkey support started with iOS 16, 

which was released on September 13th, just before FY2022 Q3, followed by 

macOS Ventura on October 24th, and iPadOS 16.1 on October 25th [11] [12] [13]. 

At the same time, support for browsers began with Safari 16. 

Passkeys created on Apple-based platforms are stored in iCloud Keychain. This 

allows passkeys to be used across iOS/iPadOS/macOS that are logged in with 

the same Apple ID. 

 

 Google 

Google also started supporting passkeys for Android 9.0 and above over the 

latter half of FY2022 Q3 after releasing a beta version on October 12 [14]. In 

addition, Google Chrome also began supporting passkeys on 

Android/Windows11/macOS starting with Google Chrome 108 [15]. 

In Android, the passkey is saved in the Google Password Manager associated 

with the user's Google account. Therefore, it can be used across Android OS-

enabled devices. 

 

3.3.2. Status of cross-platform support 
As shown in the examples of Apple and Google, passkey usage across devices 

within the same platform is progressing. While Windows does not yet support 

passkeys, support is expected in the future. 

At present, cross-platform support has not yet begun in earnest. The only case 

in point is passkey sharing on iOS/iPadOS/macOS. Otherwise, a hybrid approach 

is the only option. This, however, requires caution, as the passkey is not shared 

in some cases, even if the same browser is used, but on different platforms. As 

an example, Google's Chrome is available on each platform, but the range of 

passkey sharing depends on the platform vendor account where the passkey is 

stored [16]. 

 

3.4. Assumed passkey trends for 2023 
Passkey support was expanded in FY2022 Q3, but how will it continue to 

expand in 2023 and beyond? 

On the platform side, Microsoft plans to support passkeys on Windows. If 

support starts as planned, passkeys will be available on all major platforms, 

including Android, iOS/iPad/macOS, and Windows. 
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As for cross-platform passkey use, password manager vendors such as 

1Password and LastPass have also announced passkey support [17] [18]. This 

would be very beneficial, as it would allow passkeys to be used across platforms 

that support the same password manager. However, there have been incidents 

and hacking damage with LastPass [19]. If the cloud, where administrative 

accounts and passkeys are backed up, is damaged, significant impact can be 

expected. Therefore, the choice of platform accounts and password managers 

used to back up passkeys should be made carefully. 

Service providers are expected to gradually begin support in 2023. Some 

services have already started or are planning to support it, such as Yahoo Japan's 

Yahoo! JAPAN ID and NTT DOCOMO's d account. It is expected that the 

introduction will start with ID providers and communication carriers like these, and 

spread to various services [20] [21]. 

To promote passkey support among service providers, it is expected that 

platforms will provide libraries to facilitate implementation, such as Credential 

Manager provided by Google for Android app developers [22]. However, to 

actually implement passkeys, it is necessary to decide how passkeys should be 

positioned within the authentication of your service. This decision will also be 

influenced by platform support, so it is likely that service providers will start using 

passkeys in earnest only after passkey support is provided on Windows. 

 

3.5. Conclusion 
Regarding the introduction of passkeys, platform support has just begun in the 

second half of 2022, and the specifications are still undefined, including those of 

device linkage, which is optional, as mentioned in 3.1.2. However, the remaining 

major platform, Windows, has been expressing support for passkeys from the 

beginning, and there is no doubt that the scope of use will expand. As these issues 

are resolved, the environment for passkey introduction is expected to become 

more favorable. As a result, users will be able to enjoy not only the improved 

convenience of using services on multiple devices, which is a feature of passkeys, 

but also the intended benefits of FIDO authentication, such as phishing resistance 

and passwordless authentication. 

As a service provider, it may not be possible to immediately abandon password 

authentication for the entire service, but there are benefits such as providing a 

phishing-resistant authentication method for users who choose the passkey 

method. Therefore, we recommend that company personnel gather information 

and develop a plan for implementation. In planning, please consider how passkey 

authentication should be positioned in the authentication of services. 
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4. Data breach, "Learning 

from the Showcase data 

breach incident" 

On October 25, 2022, Showcase Inc. announced that a third party had gained 

unauthorized access to several of its services and rewritten the source code, 

possibly leaking externally information of several companies using the services 

[23]. Subsequently, 12 companies that had been using the company's services 

announced one after another the details of the data breach and the extent of the 

damage. Given the characteristics of Showcase's services, it is presumed that 

they were mainly used on e-commerce sites. Therefore, this article explains the 

points that e-commerce site operators should consider when incorporating tools 

that process data on the service provider's server, such as Showcase's entry form 

optimization tool, into their own e-commerce sites. 

 

4.1. Overview of the Showcase data 

breach incident 

According to Showcase, there are three services that the attacker gained 

unauthorized access to and rewrote the source code for: "Form Assist," "Site 

Personalizer," and "Smartphone Converter." When companies use Showcase's 

services, they embed the JavaScript provided by the company into their website 

pages. "Form Assist," "Site Personalizer," and "Smartphone Converter" provide 

assistance for entering data into website forms, support for individual marketing, 

and optimization of website display, respectively. (Fig. 4-1) 

 

 

Fig. 4-1: Service mechanism 

 

Based on this mechanism, the attacker is believed to have stolen information 

in the steps shown in Fig. 4-2. 

 

(1) The attacker exploits a vulnerability in the server that provides 

Showcase's "Form Assist," "Site Personalizer," and "Smartphone 
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Converter" to gain unauthorized access. The attacker tampers with the 

JavaScript of "Form Assist," "Site Personalizer," and "Smartphone 

Converter" on the said server. 

(2) A user accesses an e-commerce site that uses Showcase's services. 

(3) The e-commerce site sends content containing Showcase's JavaScript 

tags to the user's browser. 

(4) The browser requests Showcase to execute the JavaScript. 

(5) Showcase's server returns the results of the JavaScript execution to 

the browser. 

(6) The browser displays the results of the Showcase server's processing. 

When the user enters information into the zip code field to purchase a 

product, for example, the Form Assist function converts the zip code to 

an address and displays it on the form for address entry. At this point, 

legitimate JavaScript would return the address converted from the zip 

code, but the attacker's tampered JavaScript had an additional process 

that would send the entered personal information to an external party. 

(7) The personal information entered is sent to the attacker's server. 

 

In this way, after the user's browser displays the contents of the e-commerce 

site, Showcase's JavaScript is executed on Showcase's server to provide the 

services. Therefore, it is difficult for the e-commerce site operator to notice that 

the JavaScript has been tampered with because no information about the 

JavaScript execution or communication to the attacker's server is left in the e-

commerce site's logs. The information leaked this way was information related to 

credit cards, including credit card numbers, expiration dates, and security codes, 

according to the user companies' public disclosure. 

 

Fig. 4-2: Attacking steps 

 

4.2. Consideration of this incident 

4.2.1. Consideration of the cause of the cyberattack 
This incident was a cyberattack in which the source code of an external service 

used by e-commerce sites was altered to efficiently steal credit card information 

from multiple e-commerce sites. This can be considered an attack that cleverly 

exploits the potential risks in the software supply chain of e-commerce sites. 

A software supply chain attack is a technique of distributing software containing 

malware or attack code through the software's supply chain, such as the 

software's developer and distributor, to use it as a foothold for an attack. In the 

attack on Showcase, the attacker gained unauthorized access to a server of 

Showcase, a software developer, and tampered with the JavaScript on the server. 

Since the e-commerce site operator only adds the JavaScript tags from 
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Showcase's server to the HTML, we believe that no one was monitoring 

Showcase's JavaScript for any changes. Even if the e-commerce site operator did 

monitor the JavaScript, it would be difficult to determine if the changes were 

legitimate changes by the service provider or tampering by an attacker. 

Meanwhile, from the perspective of Showcase, the service provider, the service 

whose source code was rewritten to allow the attacker to steal information, was 

not intended to be used for payment processing such as credit card transactions. 

Therefore, we suspect that the cyberattack was successful because the security 

measures and monitoring system of the server executing the JavaScript did not 

meet the strict security standards for payment services, etc. 

 

4.2.2. Consideration of the resumption of credit card 

transactions 
While some e-commerce sites announced their own damage and resumed 

credit card transactions immediately after Showcase announced the damage, 

others announced their damage much later or resumed credit card transactions 

several months after the damage was announced by Showcase. What caused the 

difference in response time among the e-commerce sites? The affected e-

commerce sites added Showcase's JavaScript tags to the HTML of their web 

pages in order to optimize the display and support form input, etc. We suspect 

that by temporarily removing the JavaScript tags from the e-commerce sites, they 

could have stopped data breaches from the tool without having to make major 

changes to the design of the e-commerce sites themselves. The reason for the 

delay in reopening of some e-commerce sites, despite the fact that the 

modification only involved the deletion of the JavaScript tags in question, is that 

there is a risk of customer churn if the causes and countermeasures are not 

properly explained to the satisfaction of the users, and therefore it may have taken 

time to prepare an explanation of the causes of the data breach, support in case 

of damage, measures to prevent recurrence, etc. Responding to a data breach 

incident such as this one is different from simply updating the contents of an e-

commerce site. It took a long time for some e-commerce sites to make 

announcements and reopen the sites, and we suspect this is because there were 

no personnel available to respond to data breach incidents, so they had to consult 

with a company specializing in information security quickly and establish a 

response system. 

 

4.2.3. Consideration of the service provider's 

compensation 
There are cases where an e-commerce site that uses Showcase's service 

claims compensation from the service provider Showcase for damages such as 

costs associated with data breach handling, system modifications, lost 

opportunities, etc. In this incident, it is not clear how much compensation 

Showcase paid to the e-commerce site operators, but in general, the amount of 

compensation paid for damage caused by failures or security incidents in SaaS 

services is not very high. According to the "ASP Service Model Terms of Use" [24] 

stipulated by the Japan Information Technology Services Industry Association 

(JISA), the upper limit is "actual ordinary damages" and "one month's average 

monthly fee for the past 12 months," and "damages arising from special 

circumstances and lost profits" are exempted. Service providers may include such 

a statement in their terms and conditions as part of their efforts to prevent large 

amounts of compensation. This is because if a security incident is deemed to be 

a special circumstance, there is a possibility that the compensation amount will 

not be high. In such a case, e-commerce sites have no means to compensate for 

the damages. 
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4.3. Points for e-commerce site operators 

to consider 

Showcase's data breach incident was caused by tampering with source code 

managed by the service provider, so e-commerce site operators have no means 

to prevent the incident beforehand. One possible countermeasure is to develop 

an equivalent service in-house, but this is only possible for a few large-scale e-

commerce sites that can secure the necessary personnel and bear the 

manufacturing costs. Then, what should other e-commerce sites consider? 

 

4.3.1. Understanding the software supply chain 
Given the possibility of such incidents, the first thing to consider is 

understanding the software supply chain. 

Investigate whether your company's e-commerce site uses external services, 

and if so, clearly identify what functions are incorporated into which web pages 

and in what format. Anticipate what the impact would be in advance, should a 

problem occur with an external service. Ideally, you should list the cases of 

problems that may occur with external services and organize each case in detail. 

The more detailed the consideration, the more quickly a series of responses can 

be taken, including investigation of the cause, provisional measures, and 

restoration decisions, should an incident occur. Even if that is difficult, simply 

having an overview of the impact on the e-commerce site, such as the status of 

use of external services, whether the e-commerce site itself will be shut down 

when the external services used are shut down, or whether sales can continue as 

is, may contribute to shortening response time in the event of an emergency. 

Note that e-commerce sites that retain credit card numbers are required to 

comply with 6.3.2 of PCI DSS Version 4.0 [25] which requires maintaining an 

inventory of bespoke and custom software. 

 

4.3.2. Selection of a consultation partner for incident 

response and countermeasures 
While it would be ideal for e-commerce operators to be able to handle incidents 

and take both provisional and full countermeasures by themselves, most of them 

are not able to do so. If this is the case, it is advisable to decide in advance on a 

company specializing in information security to consult with or request a response 

from in the event of an incident. Useful references include the "Information 

Security Service Standards Conforming Service List" [26] compiled by IPA, which 

includes services that have been recognized as compliant with the information 

security service standards established by the Ministry of Economy, Trade and 

Industry, and the "List of Companies for Emergency Response to Cyber Incidents" 

[27] by JNSA. It is a good idea to consider who to consult based on this information. 

 

4.3.3. Use of cyber insurance 
If there is a problem with an external service as a result of understanding the 

software supply chain, the e-commerce site operator may not be able to prevent 

information security incidents that occur on the external service. In addition, as 

discussed in 4.2.3, even if a dispute is made with the service provider regarding 

compensation for damages, compensation may be limited to a small amount 

based on the terms and conditions. A possible follow-up action would be to 

introduce another service, but this too is likely to be costly and time-consuming. 

In such a case, a way to transfer the risk of damage or loss incurred is to purchase 

cyber insurance. Cyber insurance generally covers not only damages to victims 

and litigation costs, but also investigations into the cause of incidents, 

establishment of inquiry call centers, lost profits, etc., so it serves as preparation 

in case an incident occurs. According to the General Insurance Association of 

Japan, cyber insurance is provided by eight companies [28], and there are 
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insurance plans that provide support for incident prevention and response, such 

as simple risk diagnosis and emergency support in the event of an incident, as 

ancillary services. By comparing multiple insurance plans and purchasing the 

appropriate plan that matches the size of your system and business and provides 

the coverage you need, you can reduce your losses. 

 

4.4. Conclusion 

This article provided the overview of a credit card data breach incident caused 

by tampering with the services provided by Showcase, and discussed the causes 

of the cyberattack, resumption of credit card payments, and compensation from 

the service provider. As preparation in case such an incident occurs, we explained 

three points that e-commerce site operators should consider: understanding the 

software supply chain, selecting a company specializing in information security to 

consult with or request a response from, and cyber insurance. By considering 

these points in advance, you should be prepared to respond quickly and minimize 

damage in the event of a problem. 
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5. Vulnerability, "Remote 

code execution 

vulnerabilities in Microsoft 

Exchange Server" 

5.1. Remote code execution 
vulnerabilities in Microsoft Exchange 
Server 

This article describes a remote code execution vulnerability in Microsoft 

Exchange Server ("Exchange Server"), known as ProxyNotShell, for which a 

patch was distributed in November 2022. "ProxyNotShell" is the generic term used 

to refer to vulnerabilities CVE-2022-41040 and CVE-2022-41082, which can be 

exploited in sequence to enable remote code execution. 

 

5.1.1. Timeline 
The events leading up to the release of a patch by Microsoft for the vulnerability 

ProxyNotShell are listed in chronological order in Table 5-1. 

On September 28, 2022, GTSC, a Vietnamese security firm, announced on its 

blog that an Exchange Server monitored by the firm had been attacked using a 

new vulnerability [29]. Microsoft announced the vulnerability and mitigation 

measures on September 30 of the same year, but it took more than a month to 

provide a patch for this issue. 

 

Table 5-1: Timeline from ProxyNotShell discovery to patch 

release 

Date Event 

August 2022 An attacker attacks a system monitored by GTSC. 

September 28, 

2022 

GTSC announces this vulnerability on its blog. [29] 

September 30, 

2022 

Microsoft announces the vulnerability and provides 

guidance on mitigation measures. [30] 

Early October 

2022 

Release of signatures for IDS/IPS and WAF by various 

security vendors 

October 11, 2022 Monthly security update for October is released. 

(Not including a patch for this vulnerability) 

November 8, 2022 Monthly security update for November is released. [31] 

(Including a patch for this vulnerability) 

 

5.1.2. Vulnerability details 

 Attack target 

The versions affected by this vulnerability are Exchange Server 

2013/2016/2019 (Exchange Online is not affected). 

 

 Vulnerability overview 

By exploiting a combination of the two vulnerabilities shown in Table 5-2, 

attackers can execute remote code on Exchange Server. 
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Table 5-2: Vulnerability overview 

CVE no. Details CVSS score 

CVE-2022-41040 Vulnerability allowing to reach the 

PowerShell backend of Exchange 

Server by SSRF (Server Side Request 

Forgery) 

8.8 

CVE-2022-41082 Vulnerability allowing remote code 

execution in Exchange Server 

8.8 

 

 Attacking steps 

The steps of the attack that exploits the vulnerability ProxyNotShell have been 

analyzed in detail by Mr. Piotr Bazydło at the Zero Day Initiative using PoC [32]. 

As shown in Fig. 5-1, the attack uses two vulnerabilities in sequence. 

 

Fig. 5-1: Diagram of ProxyNotShell attack [33] 

 

Step 1 (CVE-2022-41040): 

Exchange Server provides the Autodiscover service that allows clients such as 

Outlook to automatically set up configuration information. The Autodiscover 

service is a service that runs on the Internet Information Service (IIS), and an 

attack can be carried out using a vulnerability that allows access to Exchange 

Server's PowerShell backend through an SSRF attack that sends requests for 

exploitation to the Autodiscover service. 

While authenticated access is required to perform an attack using this 

vulnerability, the attacker does not need to be a privileged user, but can use a 

general user account. The credentials (ID/password) could be obtained through 

phishing attacks or in the underground market. 

 

Step 2 (CVE-2022-41082): 

The attack is carried out by serializing the attack object using the remote 

protocol in PowerShell, which was made reachable in Step 1, and loading it onto 

the payload. Normally, PowerShell's deserialization process verifies the attack 

object and prevents it from being instantiated, but there is a problem with some 

serialization processes that allow an attacker to instantiate any object. Verification 

by Mr. Piotr Bazydło has succeeded in remote code execution by using the 

XamlReader object [32]. It is also suggested that there are other objects that can 

be exploited in addition to the XamlReader object. 

 

After going through these two steps, an attacker who successfully carried out 

the attack can perform lateral movement and steal data by, for example, deploying 

a web shell. According to the report by GTSC, the open-source website 

management tool, AntSword, and the included web shells were found to be 

deployed [29]. 

 

5.2. Countermeasures 
Based on the attacking steps discussed in the previous section, we will examine 

countermeasures against the vulnerability ProxyNotShell in chronological order 

according to the timeline in 5.1.1. 
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5.2.1. Before the vulnerability was made public 
At this stage, it was difficult to detect and prevent the attack itself, but it may 

have been possible to prevent or detect it through design or security systems. 

◼ Configuration and settings that make it difficult to attack 

If Exchange Server had been configured or set up in a way that would have 

prevented the vulnerability, the attack could have been prevented. The risk of 

attack could have been reduced by reducing the number of targets exposed to an 

attack in advance, for example, by: 

➢ configuring the Exchange Server to not expose it directly to the outside 

world, such as through the use of a VPN (countermeasure to CVE-

2022-41040), or 

➢ limiting users with PowerShell execution privileges to administrators, 

etc. (countermeasure against CVE-2022-41082). 

  

◼ Detection of post-intrusion actions 

After successfully infiltrating through a vulnerability, attackers will take actions 

such as deploying web shells and rewriting system files for the next attack. If these 

actions had been detected by configuration management tools or anti-malware 

software, the damage could have been minimized. 

 

5.2.2. From vulnerability announcement to patch 

release 
Along with the vulnerability announcement, Microsoft provided guidance on 

mitigation measures for the period until the release of a patch. 

Security vendors also released updates for their security products such as IDS 

(Intrusion Detection System)/IPS (Intrusion Prevention System) and WAF (Web 

Application Firewall) within a few days of Microsoft's announcement (Table 5-3). 

By applying these updates, attacks could have been detected or prevented until 

Microsoft released the patch. 

Some IDS/IPS and WAF signatures can be applied automatically. Similarly, the 

use of Microsoft's EEMS (Exchange Emergency Mitigation Service), included in 

the CU (Cumulative Update) from September 2021 onward, will automatically 

apply the mitigation measures. Therefore, EEMS is useful when vulnerability 

information cannot be collected frequently. 

Table 5-3: Examples of security vendor responses 

Vendor 
Information release 

date 

Updated 

products/services 

Fortinet September 30, 2022 [34] FortiWeb 

FortiGate, etc. 

Trend Micro September 30, 2022 [35] Cloud One 

Deep Discovery Inspector 

Imperva September 30, 2022 [36] Cloud WAF 

WAF Gateway 

Akamai October 3, 2022 [37] Kona Defender 

App&API Protector 

F5 October 3, 2022 [38] ASM 

Advaced WAF 

 

5.2.3. After the release of the patch 
On November 8, 2022, a monthly security update (KB5019758) containing a 

patch for this vulnerability was released [31]. The application of the patch 

completes the permanent fix for this vulnerability. 

 

5.2.4. Possibility of intrusion 
It is necessary to consider the possibility that an attacker has already gained 

entry through an attack that exploits this vulnerability before implementing any of 
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the countermeasures described in 5.2.1 through 5.2.3 

Before taking any countermeasures, conduct a thorough investigation to ensure 

that no attacker has gained entry, and if an attack is detected, eliminate its impact 

before taking any countermeasures. 

 

5.3. Comparison with past vulnerabilities 
ProxyNotShell is named after the vulnerability ProxyShell, which was 

discovered in 2021 by Mr. Tsai from DEVCORE. In addition to ProxyLogon and 

ProxyShell, which are also discussed in this report, Mr. Tsai has also discovered 

the vulnerabilities ProxyOracle and ProxyRelay that allow cyberattacks to be 

carried out by combining multiple vulnerabilities in Exchange Server [39] [40] [41] 

[42]. 

For these pre-ProxyNotShell vulnerabilities, actual cyberattacks occurred after 

Mr. Tsai announced them. However, with ProxyNotShell, attackers exploited this 

vulnerability to conduct cyberattacks before the developer Microsoft or public 

security agencies announced it. This indicates that attackers have acquired the 

ability to find complex vulnerabilities that combine multiple vulnerabilities and 

have begun to look for such complex vulnerabilities, and that cyberattacks 

targeting vulnerabilities have entered a new stage. 

Mr. Tsai also suggests that there may be other vulnerabilities related to the 

system configuration of Exchange Server, and he expects that there will be more 

cases in the future where attackers conduct cyberattacks by finding complex 

vulnerabilities that combine multiple vulnerabilities. 

 

5.4. Conclusion 
The attack exploiting this vulnerability was done by someone knowledgeable 

about the specifications of Exchange Server and PowerShell, and until the 

specifics of the vulnerability were made public, it would have been difficult to 

detect or prevent the attack itself. 

As discussed in 5.2, reviewing the Exchange Server configuration and settings 

and implementing other security systems will reduce the risk, but will not provide 

a permanent solution. There are concerns that new vulnerabilities may be 

discovered in Exchange Server in the future, so it is necessary to continuously 

collect vulnerability information to apply patches to permanently address each 

vulnerability. 
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6. Outlook 

Information security of the post-Covid-19 era 
In May 2023, the new coronavirus infection (COVID-19) will be downgraded in 

the Infectious Diseases Act classification [43]. As we discussed in this report for 

the second quarter of 2022, under the Covid-19 pandemic, many companies 

established special and exceptional rules regarding the expansion of telework and 

the handling of confidential information [44]. However, because these special and 

exceptional rules prioritize ensuring business continuity, many of those 

companies have yet to adequately assess security risks or take security measures. 

In fact, data breaches have occurred during telework [45], so companies should 

promptly review or abolish the special or exceptional rules, or introduce additional 

countermeasures. However, we assume that some companies will maintain 

telework arrangements while accepting security risks because the benefits of 

telework are too great to return to office work, or because they do not have 

sufficient funds or know-how to implement security measures. 

During the transition period to the post-Covid-19 era, easing of various 

regulations and voluntary restraints may cause employees to expand telework to 

locations such as cafes or workcation spots where it is difficult to ensure 

information security, leading to an increase in information security incidents such 

as loss or theft of terminals and storage media. 

 

 

 

 

 

Increased crime with Telegram 
Telegram is a confidential chat application with a rich set of security features, 

such as deletion of posts after a certain period of time and screenshot restrictions 

as well as encryption, providing users with a sense of security when using it. In 

countries where internet censorship is implemented, it is also used as a tool to 

combat censorship. Meanwhile, Telegram's high level of confidentiality in terms of 

identity and communication content makes it a convenient app for criminals to 

conceal evidence of their crimes. Therefore, it is also being used for crimes such 

as illegal work and drug trafficking. It was also used in widely publicized large-

scale robbery cases by an organizer claiming to be "Luffy" and others. 

Given these circumstances, we expect that the number of people who exploit 

Telegram for crimes or use it with malicious intent, such as for bullying, will 

increase in the future. It is also a concern that there will be an increase in people 

using Telegram to search for information about crimes. 

Telegram, however, also has its drawbacks. These include the fact that it does 

not encrypt end-to-end communications in its default settings and does not 

provide full encryption for chats of three or more people. In addition, it can be set 

to disclose one's phone number to the other party, which may lead to one's identity 

getting revealed. If you carelessly access information about illegal work or other 

such activities through Telegram and a record of the exchange or your information 

is passed on to criminals, they may exploit the information or get you involved in 

a crime. 

Telegram is an application that is widely used around the world, and its use itself 

is not a problem. However, you should not carelessly access information about 

crimes through Telegram, let alone use it to commit crimes. 
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7. Timeline 
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